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IndiaMART InterMESH Limited

Brief History

India Tours Online, an internet trading brand of Trans India Holidays, is a limited
liability company with 22years of experience in arranging top quality India tours.
Since 1990, online arrangement for tour was started.

Scope and Coverage

This site contains top quality India tours, Wildlife safaris, Beach holidays,
Himalayan gateways, hotels in India, tropical resorts in India, tours in the Indian sub-

continent and expert advice of things like health and safety, tipping, visa’s ,
Hotel/Resort /Camp.

Kind of Information

Entry on tour describes duration, places to visits, what should the activities of
visitors within the period and day-wise description of that helps visitors to plan or to
get idea for tour planning from travel guides. Pictures of different places are also
there for attracting travellers.

Special Features
 Luxury trains and description, timing of departure, route of the trains are also
mentioned.
 Hotels and tropical resorts are listed and that can be booked through this site.
 Short information on exchange rate of money, weather report, internet or mobile
telephony is also highlighted with testimonials.

Arrangement Pattern

This site includes categorical arrangement like wildlife tours include Tiger’s trails
tour, Taj and tiger, Wildlife journey in eastern India etc.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This is one of the important tools for tourist guide and travel information which is
helpful for people to plan the tour in a systematic way. It also provides the name of
hotels, resorts and also gives advice on insurance, visa etc. Though this site is not too
large but all the essential information is described in comprehensive way.
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